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Indemnity concerning the Data Mining for Big Data Analysis
Professor Byungil Kim (Hanyang University School of Law)

I. Introduction

As the efficiency of storing data via digital means has increased, the capability of
collecting, storing and analyzing data has been remarkably enhanced. Today is the age
of big data and the very pattern of using and producing information constitutes a big
data environment of itself.
While the term “big data”1 was used for the first time in 1997, no unified definition of
the term exists at the moment. Gartner has once defined big dataas “high-volume, highvelocity and/or high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative
forms of information processing that enable enhanced understanding and decision
making.” 2 Generally speaking, big data means a large volume of structured or
unstructured data sets exceeding the capacity that the existing database management
tools can collect, store and manage data and the technology of extracting value from
such data and analyzing the results.3
The value of such big data exists in that it can analyze data, thereby bring forth certain
results useful to both individuals and society. Recently, there have developed text and
data analysis technologies using anextensive amount of information including the
existing research data.Among such big data analysis techniques, attention is being paid
to text mining anddata mining.
In case of data mining used to analyze big data, an act of using copyrighted work
including reproduction is conducted in appearance; however, its process does not aim to
use the very expression of such copyrighted work but mostly aims to extract the idea or
background information, etc. contained in thecopyrighted work.Thus, it is necessary to
limit the exercise of copyright against the data mining conducted forbig dataanalysis
that does not meet the ‘essence of using copyrighted work’.I seek to review the possible
copyright-related problems that may arise in the course of processing big data for the
purpose of analysis, i.e. in the respective stages of data source, collection, storage,
processing and analysis and explore the possibility of improving such problems in terms
of legislative theories.

1

The term ‘big data’ is known to have been first used by Michael Cox and David Ellsworth, both NASA researchers, in 1997 when
they referred to large-scale datasets giving burden to the capacity of memory units, etc. Michael Cox & David Ellsworth,
Application-Controlled Demand Paging for Out-of-Core Visualization, Proceedings of the 8th IEEE Visualization, Report NAS-97010 (July 1997).

2

Gartner, IT Glossary, http://blogs.gartner.com/it-glossary/big-data (The last access date: September 6, 2016).

3

Wikipedia, https://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/%EB%B9%85_%EB%8D%B0%EC%9D%B4%ED%84%B0(The last access date: September
6, 2016).
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II. Big DataAnalysis and the Use of Copyrighted work
1. Big DataAnalysis and Data Mining
The technical processing of big data is a series of processes in which the data are
distributed and stored in the HDFS server (NameNode) and personalized information is
extracted through analytic processes such as text mining, data mining, etc. and then
delivered to the user.4
‘What is text mining? “Natural language processing based text mining means the
technology for structurizingsemi-structured/unstructured text data and extracting
features by using natural language processing technology based on linguistics, statistics,
machine learning, etc. and the process designed to identify significant information from
the extracted features.”5
“Data mining”is a process of finding interested knowledge within the database, using
certain methods (e.g. sequential patterns, similarity, etc.).Data mining means the
process of finding useful technology within the high-capacity data and the technology
that is used to identify the expected information as well as the unexpected
information. 6 Profit can be maximized by generating valuable information through
identification of the correlation among information, and applying such information to
decision-making.
The process of efficiently analyzing big data may bring about privacy-related problems
as well as other problems related to the Copyright Act.Figure 1 below illustrates the
flow of technically processing big data:
[Figure 1: Big Data Processing Flow Chart7]
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Jiho Lee, “Data Mining of Big Data and Temporary Reproduction under the Copyright Act”, A Study of

Intellectual Property, Volume 8, No.4 (December 2013), P. 102
[Naver Knowledge Encyclopedia] Text Mining(Smart Science Museum- Big Data, National Science
Museum)
5

[Naver Knowledge Encyclopedia] Data Mining (Computer, Internet and IT Terms Dictionary, January 20,
2011, Iljinsa)
6

Takgil Shim, “A Way to Become a Hadoop Specialist”, Korea Database Agency, the Paper presented at the
Seminar, July 19, 2012, P. 15, Jintae Lee, “Copyright-related Issues concerning Big Data and How to
Promote this Issues”, Quarterly Copyright No. 102, 2013, p. 136 et seq.
7
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The use of copyrighted work at the stage where big data is collected, stored, analyzed (or
processed) or utilized maybring aboutcopyright infringement. It is because ‘reproduction’
of physical data occurs in the server in the course of accessing, collecting, storing and
processing such data and ‘transmission’ takes place among the respective servers,
whereas copyrighted workis included in the resources forming part of such big data.In
applying data mining, reproduction or transmission of data also takes place within the
database.8
2. The Source of Big Dataand Copyrighted work
Big datacan be classified in many different ways, depending on the generator, type and
storage methods of such data.There are computer-produced data, human-produced data,
inter-individual relational data, etc., depending on the generator of data; according to
the type of data, there exist structured data stored in databases, semi-structured data
like web documents and unstructured datasuch as audio, video, etc.; and, finally, there
are also in-company data stored in relational databases, 3V data which can hardly be
stored in any relational databases, and individual data stored in a separate format,
depending on storage methods.
[Table 1: The Generating Subject and Types of Big Data9]

Computer-produced
data

Generator

Methods

Semi-structured

Unstructured

documents, meter data, Social data, documents,
Structured
data Web
sensor data, process control audio, video, moving
stored in databases
data, call detail records, etc.
pictures, images, etc.
3V data

Storage

Relational Data

․Application server
log
(websites,
games, etc.), sensor
data
(weather, Twitter, blog, e-mail, photo, Facebook, linkedin, etc.
water, smart grid, bulletin board posting, etc.
etc.), image, video
(traffic,
security
cameras, etc.)
Structured

Type

Human-produced data

In-company data

Discrete data

Data
with
the
Data
individually
features of 3V data Data
stored
mainly
in managed,
such
as
that can hardly be relational databases such as spreadsheets,
file
stored in relational CRM, ERP, DW, MDM, etc.
databases,
e-mails,
databases
JSON/XML data, etc.

Where individual data resources are processed within big data, the nature of

8Jongwon Kim, “Data Mining Technology and Copyright”, Copyright Issue Report No.16, Korea Copyright Commission, 2011, p.4

Jiseon Jeong, “How to Secure Data Resources and Manage their Quality in the Age of Big Data”, National
Information Society Agency (NIA), Big Data and National Strategic Forum, IT & Future Strategy No.33,
April 12, 2012, p.4. (http://www.itfind.or.kr/itfind/getFile.htm?identifier=02-001-120514-000002)(The last
access date: September6, 2016)
9
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copyrighted work is deemed to differ, depending on the features of the data in question.10
①If the generator of resources is the computer, the data will not be protected as
copyrighted work since they do not represent an expression of any human thoughts or
emotions.11
②Structured data that have been collected or generated by a human being but obtained
from the real world by means of observation or measurement (e.g. weather information,
traffic information, etc.) will not be protected as copyrighted work, since they do not
represent a ‘creative expression’, either.
③If the generator of resources is a human being, the unstructured or semi-structured
data among those resources may be protected as copyrighted work, depending on the
creative nature thereof.
④Although the structured data under subsection 2 above has no creative nature as an
individual data and, therefore, does not constitute copyrighted work, the data may be
protected as a database under the Copyright Act if it is systematically arranged or
formed by means of human and physical investments made in the course of collecting
and processing the sameand further if the user may individually access or retrieve the
subject matter thereof.
A database can be defined as a set of information wheremultiple information is
systematically classified and integrated and then organized in a machine-readable form
so that such information can be retrievedby means of a computer.According to Article 219 of the Copyright Act, a database means “the compilationof resources which
aresystematically arranged or formed so that they can be individually accessed or
retrieved.”12A database is usually made by going through the procedure: (i)collection and
selection of information;(ii)establishment of the system; (iii)analysis and processing of
the information; and(iv)storage of the information.
The legal protection of such database is divided largely into 2 ways. First, it intends to
protect a database by regarding the same as a compilation or collection under the
Copyright Act, like in the United States of America and the United Kingdom. Secondly,
it otherwise intends to protect the database works separately from ordinary
compilations like in Japan.13The existing Korean Copyright Act protects all creative
10

Jiho Lee, ibid. (Note 4), pp.102-103

11

With respect to the data, etc. generated by artificial intelligence (AI), such data will not be deemed to be

copyrighted work for the samereasons.
12The

Japanese Copyright Act (Article 2.1.10-3) defines a database as a set of essays, numbers, figures and
other information systematically arranged so that they can be retrieved by means of computers.”
The reason why Japan protects database works separately from ordinary compilations is that
compilations refer to the copyrighted work having creativity in the selection or arrangement of the subject
matter, while database works do not only have creativity in the selection and arrangement of the
information resulting in the subject matter but also show creativity different from simple compilations by
often preparing abstracts of reference databases or involving certain processing in case of numeric
information or image processing databases (including processing the information statistically or making
13
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databases as compilations and, at the same time, the Act also protects uncreative
databases as rights similar to neighboring rights, for 5 years,effective as of July 1,
2003.14In applyingdata mining, reproduction or transmission of data takes place within
the database. Accordingly, data mining may be subject to infringement of the database
builder’s rightsof reproduction and transmission set forth in Article 93.1 of the
Copyright Act.15

3. Processing of Big Data and Use of Copyrighted Work

a. Collection of Big DataResources and Transmission of Data

When big data resources are collected, the server in which copyrighted workis stored
may differ from the server in which data mining is taking place and thecopyrighted
work may be transferred to an institution specializing in the analysis of big data. Thus,
the data containing the copyrighted work is transmitted to and reproduced inthe server
of the institution engaged in the analysis and processing thereof. The use of copyrighted
work in such a manner may be subject to infringements of the right of reproduction and
public transmission right.

b. Distributed Processing of Big Data and Storage of Data

(1) Access to content
The existing Copyright Act does not recognize theaccess right as an exclusive
right.Accordingly, it will notbringforth any problems at all to access or search any
published data in order to analyze big data. However, a license agreement concerning
the supply of content may provide for the conditions of use which is intended to impose
certain restrictions of access on the user of data mining. If the user is in breach of the
conditions of agreement, the user may bear the liability for the damage resulting from
such breach of agreement as well as copyright infringement.16

graphs, tables, etc. or by otherwise analyzing the original materials and providing the key words used to
express the subject or important concepts derived as a result of it).
14

See Article 91 et seq. of the Copyright Act

In other words, while the use of a database built by the user him/herself will cause no copyright-related
problem, it may cause copyright infringement if the user performs data mining using the database built by a
third party like a search system. On the other hand if, in the course of text mining, the content of the
original work is summarized and provided to readers so that readers can figure out the full content of such
copyrighted work even without having access thereto, it may lead to infringements of the right to create
derivative works, depending on the type of summary. Jiho Lee, op. cit.(note 4), p.104.
15

16

Seongho Park, the Copyright Act, Pakyoungsa, 2014, pp. 420-421.
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It is required to carefully deal with the issues of access right and technical protection
measures, too.As access control involves restrictions to limit access by all users, it will
exclude even the legally permitted access by bona fide users and may therefore result in
conflict with the freedom of information as a constitutional value.17In addition, it does
matter whether or not the access right is included in the concept of the author’ economic
rights.18Furthermore, technical protection measures (TPMs) may be used to block access
to content at all and may be further enhanced by the conditions of agreement. It should
be noted that the circumvention of such technical protection measures may constitute
copyright infringement. The Korean Copyright Act distinguishes ‘access control
measures’ from ‘use control measures’ and provides for prohibition of all preliminary
acts intended to incapacitate such measures (see paragraphs 1 through 8 of the proviso
to Article 104-2.1 of the Act); however, as grounds for prohibiting such preliminary acts
intended to incapacitate technical protection measures,regulations pursuant to the
Unfair Competition Prevention and Trade Secret Protection Act (which aims to regulate
such acts) are deemed more justifiable, in terms of legislative theories, than the doctrine
of the Copyright Act (which provides an exclusive right).In addition, if access to
copyrighted work is controlled by technical protection measures and the circumvention
of such measures is prohibited, it is not desirable in that the access right is indirectly
recognized since the user is required to obtain permission from the copyright owner or
big player in order to access such copyrighted work.19The format of content like PDF
may also incapacitate data mining
Where the copyrighted work does not have the nature as such, like the resources of
types ① and ② in Table 1 above, or is available for free use without restrictions like
CCL content, researchers can conduct research freely by using mining technology.
However, for the resources containing third parties’ copyrighted work, researchers
intending to use the same should first be granted access to the copyrighted work
through consultation with the copyright owner. Europe is recently seeking, by revising
relevant directives, to allow researchers engaged in non-commercial research to use the
previously published research results and other relevant data, using a computer,
without the author’ permission. It is deemed advisable to make reference to such move
in Europe,in terms of legislative theories. Furthermore, the issue of access right may
have to be addressed in the policy-making aspects, too.As a matter of fact, most of the
author’s rights have been transferred to big players and, therefore, the control of access
tocopyrighted work has little direct bearings on the protection of the copyright
owner.Furthermore, it should be noted that the freedom of information is a general
principle in thelegal-philosophical aspect, while copyright is regarded as part of as well
as an exception to the freedom of information.Accordingly, the issue of recognizing the
access right should be addressed in terms of the balance of interests and informational
justice

Yeongrok Lee, “A Study of Legislation concerning the Protection of Technical Measures”, Research Paper
on Copyright No. 38, CopyrightCommissionforDeliberationandConciliation (2001), pp. 48-49.
17

In the meantime, there emerges another access right which is not identified in terms of copyright. For
instance, Austria has included the “right of access control” in its domestic legislation concerning EU
Conditional Access Directive.
18

Gyuhong Lee, A Study on the Legal Protection of Technical Protection Measures under the Copyright Actfocusing on Constitutional Limitations, An Admission Essay submitted for a Doctoral Degree, Graduate
School, Yonsei University (2009), pp. 305-316.
19
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(2) Storage of data and temporary reproduction
Hadoop distributed processing technology, which is widely used as a big data processing
technology, involves the reproduction of data, because the technology stores the data
filling its capacity after having split them to the size of 64 MB and then extracts the
desired information directly from the corresponding data. Of course, even the provision
of such results does not lead to using the very expression contained in the copyrighted
work but is intended to extract the factual information or idea underlying in the
copyrighted work.Nevertheless, as there exists a process of “storing” the copyrighted
work in the course of processing the data, it does matter whether the aforesaid storage
constitutes ‘reproduction’ and infringements of the right of reproduction under the
Copyright Act.20
The Copyright Act, as amended to perform the Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement
(FTA),21providedin the definitions under Article 2.22thereof22 thatreproduction means
“fixing on a tangible medium temporarily or permanently,”thereby making it clear that
temporary reproduction is also included in the concept of reproduction. 23At the same
time, the amended Copyright Act added a provision limiting the author’s economic
rights totemporary reproduction and provided in Article 35-2 thereof 24 that‘Where
copyrighted workis used on a computer, such copyrighted work may be temporarily
reproduced within that computer to the extent that is deemed necessary for the purpose
of processing information smoothly and efficiently, except where the use thereof
infringes on the copyright of the author.’and also provided in Article 101-3.2 thereof that
‘Computer programs (to the extent that they have been rightfully acquired) may be
temporarilyreproduced in the course of using the computer for the purpose of
maintenance of such computer programs.’

If any copyrighted work is stored in the physical space of ‘server’ even in the course of
20

Jiho Lee, ibid. (note 4), p.109.

21The

Korea-U.S. FTA provided in Article 18.4.1 that “Each Party shall provide that authors, performers and record manufacturers

have the right to allow or prohibit any and all reproduction of their copyrighted work･performance and records in any method or form,
permanently or temporarily (including temporary storage in an electronic form).” Thus, the parties agreed that even the reproduction
made temporarily shall also be subject to permission from authors.
Article 2-22 provides that the term “reproduction” means fixing on a tangible medium temporarily or
permanently or a remaking by means of printing, photographing, copying, sound or visual recording, or
other means; in case of architectural structures, it includes executing construction works in accordance with
the models or plans for such construction works; Thus, both EU and Korea include temporary reproduction
in the concept of reproduction by inserting an express provision.
22

With respect to analysis of key issues surrounding the introduction of temporary reproduction, see
Wonseon Lim, “A Study of Legislation concerning the Protection of Temporary Reproduction”, Quarterly
Copyright, Spring Edition 2011, p. 4 et seq.; Incheol Kim, “Problems with the Introduction of Temporary
Reproduction”, A Study of Science and Technology Law Volume 18 No.3, 2012, p.153 et seq.
23

Article 35-2 (Temporary Reproduction in the Course of Using Copyrighted Work).Where copyrighted work
is used on a computer, such copyrighted work may be temporarily reproduced within that computer to the
extent that is deemed necessary for the purpose of processing information smoothly and efficiently, except
where the use thereof infringes on the copyright of the author.
24
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implementing data mining, it represents ‘fixing on a tangible medium and thus
constitutes reproduction.’Nevertheless, it should be closely reviewed whether
‘distributed processing’taking place duringdata mining infringes on the right of
reproduction or not, in that the copyrighted work istemporarily stored as divided in
digital files of a smaller size and then processed to improve information processing
efficiency merely for the purpose of extracting the information containing the desired
data but the copyrighted work is not substantially used at all.

c. Data Mining and Presentation of Data
An act of providing the collation of information or facts may lead to infringing on the
database builder’s rights.Even where data mining has nothing to do with copyright
infringement, it should be noted that such data mining may be subject to a breach of the
agreement and infringement of the database builder’s rights.

III. Data Mining for Big Data Analysis and Limitations on Copyright

1. Temporary Reproductiontaking place during Data Mining and Limitations on
Copyright pursuant to Article 35-2 of the Copyright Act

a. Indemnity Requirements for Temporary Reproduction

(1) Overview
Temporary reproduction should be subject to regulation only when such regulation is in
conformity with the purpose of legislation concerning the protection of equity interest,
including without limitation where the act of such temporary reproduction is deemed to
prejudice the intrinsic value of the original equity interest. 25 In the meantime, all
temporary storage technically taking place without independent economic value should
be deemed to be excluded from thescope of protectingthe right of
reproduction. 26 Temporary storage that does not belong to the fundamental scope of
protecting the right of reproduction should in no event be controlled by authors.With
respect to such mode of use, there are provisions limiting the effect of the right of
reproduction.For instance, Article 117(a) ofthe U.S.Copyright Act, Article 5.1 of the
Directiveof the EuropeanParliament and of the Council on the legal protection of
computer programs, Article 69.d.1of the GermanCopyright Act, Articles 47.3, 47.8, etc. of

25Author:Nakayama Nobuhiro(中山信弘) (Translated by: Seonhee Yoon), the Copyright Act, Bomunsa, 2008, p.187.

Ian Hargreaves and Bernt Hugenholtz, Copyright Reform for Growth and Jobs: Lisbon Council Policy
Brief, Interactive policy brief Issue 13/2013, p.12 (Jihye Yoo, “Interpretation under the Copyright Act with
respect to the Execution of Computer Programs, A Study of Law Volume 18, No.2, Institute for Legal
26

Studies, Inha University, 2014, Re-quoted재인용).
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the Japanese Copyright Act, etc. provide that the owner of copies rightfully acquired be
indemnified from the reproduction arising out of the use of such copies.The Copyright
Act which was amended to perform the Korea-U.S. FTA also included temporary
reproduction in the concept of reproduction (Article 2.22) and provided for rather
general exceptions to temporary reproduction.
If the right of reproduction is to be limited pursuant to Article 35-2 of the Copyright Act,
the storage duration of thecopyrighted work in RAM or on a hard disc is required to
be‘transient’, but not ‘permanent’.27In addition, thetemporary reproduction should be①a
use of the copyrighted work‘incidental’ to the ‘primary’ use thereof taking place on a
computer, and②to the extent that is necessary for the purpose of processing information
smoothly and efficiently.

(2) Copyrighted work should be used on acomputer.
Indemnity concerningtemporary reproductionpursuant to Article 35-2 of the Copyright
Actis conditional upon the following requirements: (i) the use ofthecopyrighted workon a
computer constitutes the primary use thereof; and (ii) temporary reproduction in the
computer is a use ofthecopyrighted work incidental to the primary use thereof.
That ‘copyrighted work should be used on a computer’ as set forthin the main sentence
of Article 35-2 includes any use of copies of the copyrighted workincluded in the storage
devices inside or outside the computer, etc. and any use of copyrighted work on the
computer by receiving the copyrighted work transmitted from outside. 28 The use of
copyrighted work in one of the following ways constitutes a use of the copyrighted work
incidental to the use (the primary use) thereof on the computer: (i) the content of files
included in a DVD is temporarily stored in the computer RAM while, following purchase,
reproducing the DVD in order to watch the same on the computer; (ii) the content of
certain information on the Internet is stored in the RAM or part of the content thereof is
temporarily reproduced in a CACHE file on the hard disc while retrieving and using the
information on the Internet and so forth. Here, if reproduction and watching of the DVD
on the computer is the primary purpose,the temporary reproduction arising in the RAM
in the course of reproduction will be of an incidental nature. The same relationship
between the two mentioned above applies to the retrieval and inspection of certain
information on the Internet and temporary reproduction of the information (copyrighted
work) in the RAM or designated folder for the purpose of cashing during such retrieval
and inspection.29
In order to do an act of usingcopyrighted work for the primary purposes, temporary
27Here,

it needs to distinguish temporary storage from transitory storage. While the information in both
cases disappears when the power is turned off, the latter cannot be seen as remaking or fixing on a tangible
medium since there is no possibility that the information will be repeatedly used in the future. Accordingly,
the latter does not constitute reproduction at all.
Seongho Park, op. cit.(Note 16), pp. 597-598.
28Seongho

Park, op.cit,(Note 16), p. 597.

29Haewan

Lee, the Copyright Act, 3rd Edition, 2015, p.702.
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reproduction cannot but help take place by temporarily reproducingthe program files in
the RAM or storing such files in a temporary file within the hard disc by means of
caching, buffering, etc. in order to use or reproduce the copyrighted work smoothly or
improve the speed of retrieving information.TheCopyright Act indemnifies the user from
copyright infringements possibly arising out of such acts. All temporary reproduction
arising while the end user uses copies of computer programs may fall into one of the
categories set forth in the main sentence of the same Article.
Exceptions to temporary reproductionhave been made to prevent unfair results that
might follow if such exceptions would not be accepted. In other words, unless exceptions
are not accepted at all, for instance, even when a program has been legitimately
purchased and installed on the computer, then a separate permission to use should also
be obtained when the program is temporarily reproduced on the RAM30and, therefore,
temporary reproduction will bring forth control of access to copyrighted
work.31Furthermore, even an act of retrieving any general data through the Internet
becomes subject to the right of reproduction and it may lead to unfair results that the
freedom of access to information is seriously limited and the use and distribution of
copyrighted workis excessively strained.32
Nevertheless, indemnity should not apply where temporary reproduction itself has
independent economic value33, including but not limited to the installation and use of
illegal copies or the use of programs transmitted from an illegal server by means of
software streaming.34

(3) Temporary reproduction should be conducted to the extent that is deemed necessary
for the purpose of processing information smoothly and efficiently
‘Necessary for the purpose of processing information smoothly and efficiently’ as set
forth in Article 35-2 of theCopyright Act implies that it includes new types of temporary
reproductiontaking placedifferently in the course of using copyrighted work and also
emerging as a result of technological progress.35For the avoidance of doubt, provisions of
this Article 35-2 donot apply where, in using copyrighted work, reproduction has any
independent significance beyond the extent that is deemed necessary for the purpose of
processing information smoothly and efficiently. 36 In addition, where the user has

30Daehee

Lee, “Temporary Reproduction of Computer Programs and Exceptions”, Quarterly Copyright, 2015
Spring Edition (Serial No. 109), pp. 137-138 et seq.
31Wonseon
32Daehee

Lim, the Copyright Act, Korea Copyright Commission, 2014, p.289.

Lee, ibid.(Note 30), pp.134-135.

33 Recital

33 of EU Copyright Directive (also known as the Information Society Directive) provides, in
relation to temporary reproduction, that “The acts of reproduction concerned should have no separate
economic value on their own.”
34Haewan

Lee, op. cit. (Note29), p.706.

35Seongho

Park, op. cit. (Note16), p.597.

36Seongho

Park, op. cit. (Note16), p.598.
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specifically stored any copyrighted work on a hard disc and then used the same solely
for a given period or otherwise, it is unlikely that it is deemed to have satisfied the
aforementioned requirements although the duration of use was rather short.37Even with
respect to a filestored on a hard disc during the technical process of caching, etc.
mentioned above,it will not be deemed to be a use ‘to the extent that is deemed
necessary for the purpose of processing information smoothly and efficiently’ if the user
has done the act of a secondary use by using the file after having reproduced it in
another storage space or otherwise. Accordingly, the latter case will not meet the
requirements, either, and may be subject to infringement of the right of reproduction.38

(4) The primary use should not constitute copyright infringement
The proviso to Article 35-2 of the Copyright Act provides that ‘Notwithstanding the
foregoing, provisions of the main sentence of this Article 35-2 shall not apply where such
use of the copyrighted work infringes on copyright.’Even ifthe aforementioned
requirement is satisfied, provisions of this Article 35-2 do not apply where the use
(primary use) of the copyrighted work accompanying temporary reproduction infringes
copyright.39Where the use of copyrighted work, as a whole embracing both the primary
and incidental uses, is deemed illegal, Article 35-2 purports that the incidental use
thereof is also deemed illegal.
Whether or not the primary use of copyrighted work constitutes copyright infringement
operates as significant criteria for making an exception for temporary
reproduction.40Accordingly, the right of reproductionwill be subject to limitations with
respect to temporary reproductiontaking place in the course of using the copyrighted
work acquired by legitimately receiving the same, in case of using the copyrighted work
received, and temporary reproductiontaking place in the course of using the copyrighted
work acquired by legitimately storing the same, in case of using the copyrighted work
stored in a storage medium.41
In conclusion, the proviso to Article 35-2 of the Copyright Act should be seen as
purporting that: if the ‘primary use’ of copyrighted work by the subject conducting
temporary reproduction infringes on interests in the economic rights of the author under
the Copyright Act such as the right of reproduction, public transmission rights, etc.,
there is no need to deem that the temporary reproduction alone which is incidental to
the primary use does not constitute infringement under Article 35-2; therefore, such
temporary reproduction should also constitutes copyright infringement.42
In the meantime, Article 35-2 of the Copyright Act does not include ‘no independent
37Seungjong
38Haewan

Oh, the Copyright Act 4th Edition, 2016, pp. 850-851; Haewan Lee, op. cit. (Note 29), p.703.

Lee, op. cit. (Note29), p.703.

39

Haewan Lee, op. cit. (Note 29), p.702; Seongho Park, op. cit. (Note 16), p.599.

40

Daehee Lee, ibid. (Note 30), p.144

41

Daehee Lee, ibid. (Note 30), p.144

42

Haewan Lee,op. cit. (Note29), p.704.
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economic value’ among the requirements. However, temporary reproduction should be
interpreted as constituting a cause for limiting copyright if it has no independent
economic value43 and it is necessary to consider amending the Copyright Act to make it
clear, too.
b. Application of indemnity provisions (Article 35-2 of the Copyright Act) to data mining
andtemporary reproduction
Reviewing the applicability of indemnity provisions to temporary reproductiontaking
place in the course of processing and analyzing big data, it is unlikely to determine that
temporary reproduction itself constitutes an act of infringement (i.e. the primary use) of
the copyrighted work in question because:①temporary reproductiontakes place
incidentally for the purpose of the primary use such as retrieval, inspection, etc. in order
to extract the desired information in a computer environment;②it involves distributed
storage intended to process a large amount of data and, therefore, it is within the extent
that is deemed necessary for the purpose of processing information smoothly and
efficiently;③a series of processes of collectingand conducting distributed processing of
data, reading the information and expressing such information in the resulting values
are intended to extract only the information that is not protected by
copyright. 44 Accordingly, the indemnity provisions may be applicable to temporary
reproductiontaking place in the course of processing and analyzing big data.
In

using copyrighted work (on a computer), such copyrighted work may be temporarily
reproduced within that computer to the extent that is deemed necessary for the purpose
of ‘processing information smoothly and efficiently’. However, where the use thereof
infringes on the copyright of the author, such use is not allowed as an exception to
temporary reproduction(proviso to Article 35-2). Here, the ‘use of the copyrighted work’
refers to the ‘primary use’ thereof, but not the incidental use (i.e. temporary
reproduction).45
For the avoidance of doubt, it should be noted that all reproduction falling into the
categoryof “consumption of copyrighted work” requires the author’ permission to use,
whether temporarily or permanently.Furthermore, if copyrighted work isreproduced for
the purpose of text mining during mining, it involves copyright infringement. That is
because the ultimate reproduction ofcopyrighted work has intrinsic value.

2. Data mining and application of copyright limitations provisionsin major countries
a. The U.S. Fair Use Provisions and Article 35-3 of theKoreanCopyright Act

(1) Overview
43

Haewan Lee, op. cit. (Note 29), p.706.

44

Jiho Lee, ibid. (Note 4), p.115.

45Haewan

Lee, op. cit. (Note29), pp.702-703; Seongho Park, op. cit. (Note 18), p.599; Jiho Lee, ibid. (Note

4), p.111.
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In the United States, the Copyright Act provides the doctrine of fair use of copyrighted
work (see Article 107 of the U.S. Copyright Act). Article 107of the U.S.Copyright Act sets
forth the 4 requirements for fair use, as follows:①the purpose and character of the useof
copyrighted work - criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, research,
etc.;②the nature of the copyrighted work- more extensive protection granted to more
creative copyrighted work; accessibility;③the amount and substantiality of the portion
used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole- the amount of copies and the
significance of the portion reproduced; and④the impact of the use upon the potential
market for the copyright owner. The doctrine of fair use isa legal doctrine that portions
of copyrighted materials may be used freely without permission of the copyright owner if
there is a justifiable reason to do so, in order to encourage the user to use the
copyrighted materials.This doctrine plays an important role in ensuring that a balance
be struck between the copyright owner’s rights to copyrighted work and the general
public’s rights to use thecopyrighted work and is the most common defense used by
infringers in copyright litigation.What matters most in relation to the doctrine of fair
use in Anglo-American law is whether or notthe use of the copyrighted work is
consistent with fair practices in such a case, which is eventually referred to the court’s
judgment. The first case concerning the fair use in the United States is Folsom v.
Marsh,46and the doctrine of fair use has also been found in many other cases.47Multiple
courts have clearly held that data mining including text mining constitutes fair use.48
The Copyright Act, as amended to perform the Korea-U.S. FTA, added comprehensive
fair-use provisions to the effect that copyrighted work may be used for the purposes of
news reporting, criticism, teaching, research, etc., to the extent that the use thereof
‘does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the copyrighted work nor unreasonably
prejudice the legitimate interests of the author’, in addition to the provisions limiting
the economic rights of the author(Articles 23 through 35-2; Articles 101-3 through 101-5).49If
there is developed any service in which temporary reproductiontaking place in the
course of mining big data constitutes the primary use or the incidental use thereof itself
46

9 F. Cas. 342, 346 (C.C.D. Mass. 1841)

47See

Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises 471 U.S. 537(1985), Twin Peaks Productions, Inc.
v. Publications International, Ltd. 996 F. 2d 1366(2d Cir. 1993), American Geophysical Union v. Texaco
Inc.60 F.3d 913 (2nd Cir. 1994), etc.
48See

Authors Guild v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014); White v. West (S.D.N.Y. 2014); Fox v. TVEyes
(S.D.N.Y. 2014); Authors Guild, Inc. v. Google Inc., 2013 WL 6017130 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 14, 2013); A.V. v.
iParadigms, LLC (4th Cir. 2009); Perfect 10 v. Amazon, 508 F.3d 1146 (9th Cir. 2007); Field v. Google, 412
F.Supp.2d 1106 (D. Nv. 2006); Kelly v. Arriba Soft, 336 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2003)
49The

amended Copyright Act provides for the following 4 factors to be taken into account, together with
certain special cases which do ‘not conflict with a normal exploitation of the copyrighted work nor
unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author’:
1. The purpose and character of the use of copyrighted work, including whether the use is of a
commercialnature or is for nonprofit purposes
2. Types and uses of copyrighted work
3. The weight of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a wholeand its significance
4. The effect of the use upon the present or potential market or value of the copyrighted work
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is deemed to be ‘a separate economic use’ and, therefore, the existing indemnity
provisions concerningtemporary reproduction may not be applicable any longer,
attention will be paid to the applicability of Article 35-3 of the Copyright Act as the
general provisions concerning copyright infringement indemnity.50

(2) Analysis of requirements for applicability of fair use to data mining
An analysis of the 4 requirementsfor determining the applicability of fair useas
mentioned above is described below:
① The purpose and character of the use
With respect to the “purpose and character” of the use as the first requirement, the key
issue is whether and to what extent the use of a newcopyrighted work is
transformative.Being “transformative” means that the use of such a newcopyrighted
workdoes not merely replace the purpose of using the original work but involves a
separate purpose and a different character thereof but also transforms the original work
by using a new expression, meaning or message, thereby adding something new.Where
the newcopyrighted work merely replaces the use of the originalwork, such use thereof
does not constitute fair use.51
Data mining may be used for many different purposes. In particular, some data mining
is used for the purpose of scholarship and research as set forth in Article 107 of the U.S.
Copyright Act.In the cases related to the storing of images in the retrieval engine, the
U.S. courts deem that the creation and use of databases for data mining purposes
constitute fair use. The purpose of research thereof varies, including research by
scholars, use by politicians, check for plagiarism, etc.
As the creation of searchable databases and retrieval engines are very transformative,
the courts believe that the first requirement has advantages in determining the
applicability of fair use. In Authors Guild v. HathiTrust, for instance, the Second Circuit
Court of Appeals has held that “the creation of a database from which the full text is
retrievable constitutes a typical transformative use and the result of having retrieved
words is different from the corresponding page of the book from which such words have
been extracted in terms of purpose, character, expression, meaning and message.”52Even
where the use thereof is for commercial purpose,it is said the the transformative nature
of use will promote fair use.53

②

50Jiho

The nature of the copyrighted work

Lee, ibid. (Note 4), p.119.

Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, 510 US 569 (1994); Wall Data Inc. v. Los Angeles County Sheriff's Dep't,
447 F.3d 769, 78 U.S.P.Q.2d 1728 (9th Cir. 05/17/2006).
51

52

Authors Guild v. HathiTrust, CITE

53

See Fox News v. TVEyes CITE (S.D.N.Y. 2014)
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With respect to the “nature of copyrighted work” as the second requirement,it was
clearly judged in「Kelly II」Decision54. Basically, the fundamental purpose of copyright
is to protect copyrighted works possessing more sufficient creativity rather than those
based on facts. While a photographic work is generally a creative work,a photographic
work using a published copyrighted work is more likely to be classified as fair use than
using an unpublished one.In determining the ‘nature of copyrighted work’, it also
matters whether the production of thecopyrighted work used is fiction (e.g. biography,
memoir) or nonfiction.Nonfiction needs to be necessarily based on facts. Therefore, when
nonfiction mostly contains factual content, it is highly likely to be classified as fair use
even if a creative method was used for its critical portion in creating the nonfiction.
In most cases, data mining usescopyrighted works containing a highly creative
components. With respect to the second requirement, some courts have givendecisions
slightly favorable to the copyright owner but two other courts have given different
decisions, that is, neutral or slightly favorable to defendants. Nevertheless, it is said
that the second requirement has not been treated as critical, in whatever aspect courts
have approached the same requirement.55
③ The amount and substantiality of the portion used
With respect to the “amount and substantiality of the portion of copyrighted work used”
as the third requirement, it matters whetherthe amount and substantiality of the
portion ofcopyrighted workbeing used are reasonable in relation to the purpose of using
the copyrighted work concerned,as described in Campbell' case.In determining the
“amount and substantiality of the portion used, it is also important how much the
amount thereof is and whether the portion usedis essential to thecopyrighted work
concerned. The less the amount is or the less essential the nature is, the more likely the
use will be deemed to be fair use.
In order to implement data mining, it needs to create a database by reproducing the full
text or the entire copyrighted work as it is. Unless the entire copyrighted work is
reproduced, the researcher cannot implement data mining effectively because part of
thecopyrighted work which may be potentially needed cannot be analyzed. Courts deem
it reasonable to reproduce the entire copyrighted work within the database as it is (i.e.
verbatim reproduction) for the purpose of data mining. For this reason, thisthird
requirement is neutral.

54

Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp. 336 F.3d 9th Cir. 2003. For an analysis of the decision,see Changhwan Shin,

“Whether or not Thumbnail image retrieval service infringes copyright”, 「Quarterly Copyright」Summer
Edition 2005(Serial No. 70), pp.59-60.
55In

Perfect10 Inc V. Google Inc. over the applicability of ‘fair use’ to Google book search service in the
United States, the court ruled that “The image of Perfect 10 is creative but it is already published. Once
Perfect 10 has published the image in question on the Internet for its regular readers and exercised its
rights to the first publication thereof, which is commercially valuable, Perfect 10 is not entitled to the
protection applicable to unpublished works.” In the light of the aforesaid ruling, it can be found that this
second requirement is applied to a very limited extent when certain rights have been already exercised for
commercial purposes even in case of a highly creative work.
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④ Impact on the potential market or value of the copyrighted work
Judgment of the ‘impact on the potential market or value’ as the fourth factor rests on
what effect the use of the copyrighted work has on the potential market or value.If it has
brought disadvantages to the potential market of the copyrighted work, it will not be
deemed to be fair use even if it has not necessarily caused any damage to the potential
market or value thereof.
Courts have considered the fourth factor favorably to the user. As the use of copyrighted
work for the purpose of data mining is almost unlikely to replace the copyrighted work
itself owing to the highly transformative character of data mining, there is little
probability that it will adversely affect the market of the original work.

(3) Sub-conclusion: Analysis of the 4 Factors of Fair Use
Having comprehensively considered all of the four factors mentioned above, U.S. courts
have determined that data mining is a very transformative use of copyrighted
workwithout replacing the original workdespite that data mining reproduces the entire
copyrighted work as it is. In particular, U.S. courts place emphasis on the
transformative character of searchable databases and deem that the use of the
copyrighted workfor data mining constitutes fair use, noting that such use is unlikely to
adversely affect the market of the original work.
Thus, the fair use provision under the Copyright Actintends to seek a flexible solution
by resorting to the court’sjudgments.Of course, as it involves flexible judgments, its
shortcoming is that the result of trial is unforeseeable.Nevertheless, seen in the aspect
that the Copyright Act does not prejudice innovation, it is a very attractive method of
judgment to consider the circumstances related to whether a new use thereof is creative
or not by interpreting the applicability of transformative or productive use in
determining the legitimate use of copyrighted work. The aforementioned point of view
should be actively taken into account in applying the doctrine of Article 35-3 of the
KoreanCopyright Act, too.

b. Fair Dealing Provisions

As typical countries adopting the doctrine of fair dealing, 56 the United Kingdom,
Australia and Canada have enumerated the permitted purposes of using copyrighted
works, such as academic studies and research, criticism, etc.As it is more significant to
meet the requirements for the act of using copyrighted work than those for the purpose
56Among

the countries belonging to the Anglo-American legal system, the United Kingdom adopts qualified
general provisions. Influenced by the United Kingdom, its former colonies and emigration nations
including Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, etc. also adopt provisions
enumerating specific items.

. Robert Burrell and Allison Coleman, "Copyright Exceptions - The Digital Impact", Cambridge University
Press, 2005 p.249.
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of using the same,57it varies from the strict enumeration type of limitations under the
continental law. The United Kingdom has established individual copyright limitations
provisions and also fair dealing provisions as qualified general provisions.While the U.S.
fair use doctrine sets forth open-end general provisions concerning limitations on rights,
it is characteristic of the fair dealing doctrine that qualified general provisions are set
forth, as follows, depending on the content of limitations on individual rights:
Fair dealing for the purpose of private research or non-profit research (Article 29);
Fair dealing for the purpose of criticism, comments and news reporting (Article 30)
Fair dealing provisions can be explained, as follows,by giving specific instances. For
instance, fair dealing for the purpose of criticism and comments (Article 30.1) provides
that “fair dealing of copyrighted work for the purpose of providing criticism or
commentsconcerning thecopyrighted work in question or other copyrighted work or
performance of any copyrighted work on the stage constitutes no infringement of any of
the aforementioned copyrighted works if such fair dealing has been accompanied with
adequate identification of the source.”
The aforementioned fair dealing provisions will play the same function as the fair use
provisions under the U.S.Copyright Act in that it is eventuallyreferred to the court’s
judgment.Nevertheless, a difference exists between the two in that the fair dealing
provisions of the United Kingdom limit the purposes that are entitled to limitations
placed on rights, compared with the fair use provisions of the United States. It should be
noted that, among other things, there is rather a room in interpreting the provisions of
fair dealing for the purpose of ‘criticism and comments,’ while the purposes of ‘private
research or non-profit research’ and ‘news reporting’ are limited. In such sense, the fair
dealing provisions of the United Kingdom may be regarded as an intermediate form
between the fair use provisions of the United States and the individual copyright
limitations provisions of the United Kingdom. Accordingly, it is very unlikely that the
user will be indemnified for the data mining implemented for any purposes other than
for the purpose of scholarship and research.

c. Individual Copyright Limitations Provisions
(1) The United Kingdom (Section 29A of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988
(CDPA)):
“An exception to copyright exists which allows researchers to make copies of any copyright
material for the purpose of computational analysis if they already have the right to read the work
(that is, they have “lawful access” to the work). This exception only permits the making of copies for
the purpose of text and data mining for non-commercial research.”

William Cornish & David Llewelyn, Intellectual Property: Patents, Copyright, Trade Marks and Allied
Rights, (5th ed., Sweet & Maxwell, 2003), pp. 40-41.

57
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The Copyright,Designs and Patents Act, which was amended effective as of June 1, 2014,
enables data analysis (i.e. text mining and data mining) for the purpose of noncommercial research so as to promote new advances in scientific and
technologicalresearch. Prior to the introduction of this exception provision, researchers
were prohibited from using the software designed to read the data from copyrighted
work without the specific consent of the copyright owner even when they have already
paid the copyright owner for having access to the copyrighted work. Where researchers
havelawfully accessed copyrighted work and identified the source thereof while using
the copyrighted work, reproduction of the content of any online journals or other
sentences for the purpose of non-commercial research does not constitute copyright
infringement any longer.

(2) Japan: Article 47-7 of the Copyright Act(Reproduction, etc. for Data Analysis)
In an information society, the amount of information is increasing explosively and the
user requires more diverse information. Therefore, it is necessary to extract and process
again the existing information and knowledge in order to meet such requirements.In
order to facilitate such extraction and processing, an extensive amount of information
including web information needs to be accumulated, modified, interpreted and otherwise
treated.As such activities differ from the ordinary modes of using copyrighted work, it is
not very probable that such activities will prejudice the legitimate interests of the
copyright owner. Despite the fact, such activities are likely to constitute reproduction,
adaptation or transformation under the Copyright Act and, therefore, public research
institutions and industrial circles shrink from carrying out R&D activities.By adding
Article 47-7 (Reproduction, etc. for Data Analysis) of theCopyright Act, Japan introduced
a provision enabling the reproduction and adaptation of copyrighted work to the extent
necessary for the purpose of data analysis and, at the same time, taking into
consideration the effect it may have on the copyright owner.58
Article 47-7(Reproduction, etc. for Data Analysis) To the extent that it is
considered to be necessary, it is permissible to record a work onto a recording
medium or to make an adaptation of a work (including recording a derivative
work created by adaptation) if the purpose of doing so is data analysis (meaning
the extraction, comparison, classification or other statistical analysis of
language, sound, or image data, or other elements of which a large number of
works or a large volume of data is composed; the same applies hereinafter in
this Article) by means of a computer; provided, however, that this does not apply
with regard to database works compiled for use by persons who carry out data
analyses.

Article 47-7 of theJapanese Copyright Act is a provision making it clear that it is
58Jaegwon

Lee, “Review of Key Provisions of the Amended Copyright Act of Japan”, SW Intellectual Property Trends『SW IPReport

No. 22』 2009, p. 4..
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permissible to carry out the activities of collecting, recording and analyzing copyrighted
work without worrying about any copyright infringement in the course of data mining
even if the object of data analysis is a database or other copyright work.59

d. Comparative Analysis of the Permissibility of Data Mining

Most of data mining research implemented for the purpose of non-commercial research
includesthe reproduction and retrieval ofa large volume of data and also involves public
transmission of the results thereof. An act of reproducing, digitalizing or reporting the
resources protected by copyright without permission of the copyright owner may cause
copyright infringement.The same will also apply where the user haslawfully accessed
the data in question.Various factors of rules under the Copyright Act have an impact on
the legality of data mining activities.60The permissibility of data mining rests on the
extent of rights granted to data resources and limitations and exceptions to such
rights.According to the joint research conducted by Professor Handke Christian and
others, the table below shows examples of legislation by major countries concerning the
permissibility of data mining conducted by academic researchers having legitimate
rights to the data concerned:61

59Authors:

Hideo Ogura and Kanai Shigehiko (小倉秀夫· 金井重彦(著)), the Copyright Law Commentary (著作権法)コンメンタール,

LexisNexis, 2013, p. 848 (高瀬亜富執筆).
60

For instance, Requirements forCopyrighted Work, Requirements for Protection (Should Compilations meet Creativity

Requirements?), Protection Period, etc. . Handke, Christian and Guibault, Lucie and Vallbé, Joan-Josep, Is Europe Falling Behind in
Data Mining? Copyright's Impact on Data Mining in Academic Research, p. 12 (June 7, 2015). Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2608513.
61

Handke, Christian and Guibault, Lucie and Vallbé, Joan-Josep, Ibid, pp. 12-15.
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[Table 2: Permissibility of Data Mining]
Description

Not permitted

Probably not
Probably permitted
permitted

Permitted

Canada (2012 and
onwards)

Countries

Most of EU
and EEA
member
states,
Switzerland,
Turkey,
Russia

China (20072012)
Thailand

Israel (2008 and
onwards)
Korea (2012 and
onwards)
Taiwan(2003 and
onwards)

UK (2014 and
onwards)
Japan (2009 and
onwards)

China

IV. Conclusion

The indemnity provisions concerning temporary reproduction are applicable to data
mining conducted for the purpose of processing and analyzing big data.It is because data
mining itself conducted for the purpose of analyzing big data is unlikely deemed to
constitute an act (primary use) of infringing the copyrighted work but can be deemed to
an act of temporary reproduction where the data are stored through distributed
processing.62In the meantime, in case of data mining involving commercial extraction of
the desired information for the purpose of making profit out of the results of big data
analysis, the procedure comes to an end with an ‘incidental use’ and, thus, it is
uncertain that the indemnity provisions concerning temporary reproduction can be
applied. Furthermore, there are also some court decisions63that a repeated use of the
essential portion of database for particular purposes may be deemed to have prejudiced
the economic benefits of the database.Therefore, it is necessary to add individual
copyright limitations provisions by amending the Copyright Act in order to promote
advances in the industries concerned through the use of data mining technologies based
on the existing research data and also minimize litigation risks in the field of related
industries like the United Kingdom or Japan.
In the meantime, the following points should be kept in mind in terms of legislative
theories:
Firstly, when individual copyright limitations provisions concerning data mining, etc.
are introduced, the provisions should be in conformity with the ‘three-step test
standard’under the Berne Convention, TRIPS Agreement and WCT. Where copyright

62Jiho

Lee, ibid. (Note 4), p.115.

63Seoul

High Court Decision 2009Na6309 Decided June 9, 2010
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limitations provisions concerning the overall use of information are established in the
course of conducting R&D such as big dataanalysis,the scope of application thereof is so
extensive that it is likely to unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the
author.International copyright agreements set certain limits to prevent members from
abusing discretion in establishing limitations or exceptions to the rights of the copyright
owner, which is so-called ‘three-step test’.64The three-step test standards are used as the
standardsin reviewing the adequacy of limitations and exceptions to the rights of the
copyright owner, when established in their national legislation by members of
international copyright agreements. The aforesaid test generally consists of the
following:
a. in certain special cases;
b. shall not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work; and
c. shall not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder
copyrighted work.
With respect to limitations to the right of reproduction under the Berne Convention,
provisions of Article 9.2 thereof were also set forth in Article 13 of TRIPS
Agreement,65Article 10 of WCT and Article 16 of WPPT respectively. As a result of it, the
three-step test has developed into ‘limitations and exceptions’ to the use of all
copyrighted works. International copyright agreements, including Berne Convention,66
TRIPS Agreement 67 and WIPO Copyright Treaty (hereinafter referred to as ‘WCT’),
WIPO Performance and Phonograms Treaty (hereinafter referred to as ‘WPPT’), etc.
have provisions concerning the creation of rights, limitations and exceptions to copyright,
which are also applicable in the digital network environment.

64Byungil

Kim, “A Study on the Use ofCopyrighted Workin the Library and Limitations of Copyright”, ｢
Creation and Law｣ Volume 18, 2014, p. 6.
13 of TRIPS Agreement (Limitations and Exceptions)Members shall confine limitations or
exceptions to exclusive rights to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the
work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder.
65 Article

66This

treaty was officially titled “Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works” and, since the
signing thereof on September 9, 1886, has been amended 7 times(1896 Paris, 1908 Berlin, 1914 Berne, 1928 Rome, 1948
Brussel, 1969 Stockholm, and 1971 Paris) to date. Korea joined this treaty on May 21, 1996, whichjoining went into effect
on August 21, 1996, 3 months thereafter.
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh
Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1C, Legal Instruments-Results of the
Uruguay Round vol. 31, 33 I.L.M. 81 (1994).
67
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[Table 3: Limitations and Exceptions to Copyright under International Copyright
Agreements]
CopyrightA Article
greement
No.

Berne
Convention

TRIPS
Agreement

WCT

Provisions

Art.
9.2

It shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of the Union to
permit the reproduction of such works in certain special cases,
provided that such reproduction does not conflict with a normal
exploitation of the work and does not unreasonably prejudice the
legitimate interests of the author.

Art.1
3

Members shall confine limitations or exceptions to exclusive
rights to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal
exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the
legitimate interests of the right holder

Art.1
0

(1) Contracting Parties may, in their national legislation, provide for
limitations of or exceptions to the rights granted toauthors of literary and
artistic works under this Treaty in certain special cases that do not conflict
with a normalexploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice
the legitimate interests of the author.
(2)Contracting Parties shall, when applying the Berne Convention, confine
any limitations of or exceptions to rightsprovided for therein to certain
special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and
do notunreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.

Secondly, it requires a careful approach whether or not to limit the purpose of data
mining to non-commercial research. If even the implementation of commercial research
is to be included in the scope of its purpose, it is likely to unreasonably prejudice the
legitimate interests of the author. Commercial purposes themselves do not necessarily
deny the doctrine of indemnity provisions based on fair use under 35-3 of the Copyright
Act.Accordingly, it may be considered that indemnity concerning data mining pursuant
to individual limitations provisions will be limited to non-commercial purposes, while
data mining for commercial purposes may be permissible by applying the fair use
requirements under Article 35-3 of the Copyright Act. In addition, it may also be
considered that the purpose of data miningwill remain open-end, while the legitimate
interest of the author will be minimized by means of adding other necessary
requirements.
Thirdly, with respect to the copyrighted work being the object of analysis, there will be
no need to specifically define the type of the copyrighted work, whether it was published
or not, etc. However, it could be desirable to adopt a negative list system specifying
thecopyrighted works that are not entitled to the indemnity provisions.
Fourthly, it should be expressly provided that the copyright limitations provisions apply
only where the user has authority to access the content being the object of data mining,
as in Article 29A of the U.K. Copyright,Designs and Patents Act.
Furthermore,it is required to actively extend the ‘open data’ policy which is intended to
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promote the use of public copyrighted works by public institutions (including the
application of Korea Open Government License, etc.) and also required to implement the
policy for spreading the ‘open access’ journal, thereby enhancing accessibility to the
resources to which data mining technology will be applied.
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